The use of programmable logic cells in VLSI design allows the terminals on these cells to be interchanged since their geometrics are programmable. Recently, many exact algorithms and heuristics have been proposed for channel routing with interchangeable terminals [18, 25, 4, 11, 12, 20, 17, 3] . Various optimization problems have also been shown to be NP--hard [25, 23] . In this paper, we consider channels with exits. Let m, D be the number of terminals in the channel and the maximum number of terminals on a net, respectively. We present an O(m) algorithm that obtains optimal density for channels with exits that have one cell on each side. The existing algorithm for this problem [5] 
. Terminals can be interchanged only if they are in the same cell. A methodology for performing the routing in this type of channels consists of two steps: We first interchange terminals within each cell in order to minimize some routing requirements (e.g., density, number of layers, number of vias etc.) and second, route the "new" channel.
The channel routing problem with interchangeable terminals in their cells has been extensively studied.
Kobyashi and Drozd [12] present heuristics for aligning terminals, breaking cycles in the vertical constraints graph, and merging nets. Lin and Sahni [18] present a linear time algorithm that obtains maximum terminal alignment. We say that two terminals are aligned if they are on the same net, on opposite channel sides and on the same vertical column of the underlying rectilinear grid. Hou and Chen [11] and Pedram, Marek-Sadowska and Kuh [20] and Leong and Liu [17] present heuristics that result in reduced 52 SPYROS TRAGOUDAS number of tracks required for routing. These heuristics attempt to minimize the channel width by minimizing the channel density. Sahni and Wu [23] showed that it is NP-complete [8] [25] Tollis and Tragoudas present a linear time algorithm to determine whether the channel is river routable, they showed that the problem of minimizing the density is NP-hard in general, but they presented polynomial time algorithms for the special case of channels with two terminal nets and channels with at most one terminal per cell for each net. Liao and Sarrafzadeh [16] present an algorithm that detects whether a switchbox adopts a river routable solution. Leong [15] Cong [4] , and Cong and Khoo [5] examine the density minimization problem on a simpler terminal permutation problem where the terminals are interchangeable anywhere on the channel side they reside. Therefore they consider channels that consist of only one cell per channel side. The algorithms in [4, 5] handle channels with exits, i.e., there exist external nets. A left exit or left external net is a net that connects at least one terminal outside the channel, the global routing phase has determined that the net will exit the channel from its left end only. We define similarly right exits (right external nets) and external nets with two exits. Let rn be the number of terminals in the channel. For simplicity, assume that the number of external nets is O(m). (This is not true, however, if the number of external nets with two exits and no terminals on the channel is large. In those cases the time complexity will depend on the number of the latter nets as well). The algorithm in [4] finds an optimal density for channels with two terminal nets in O(rn) time. However, the algorithm in [5] guarantees density within one unit from the optimal, for instances with multiterminal nets in O(rn logm) time. Leong [15] also examined the simplified instance of Cong [4] , and Cong and Khoo [5] but he only considered channels without exits.
Let T and B be the number of cells at the top and bottom sides of the channel. Throughout this paper we assume that on each channel side the cells are labeled from left to right as cr crr and c cu. Let n, m, e, D be the number of terminal positions on either side of the channel, the total number of the terminals which are endpoints of a net, the number of external nets, and the maximum number of terminals in a net, respectively. We assume that e O(m). We call internal any net which is not external.
In Section 2 we consider Cong and Khoo's [5] channel routing problem where there exists only one cell per side and we present optimal algorithms that minimize the density in O(m) time. There are three definitions of the density in the literature. The first density definition is given in [15, 17, 3, 25] . The density d of the channel is defined to be equal to the maximum density at a column r; of the underlying rectilinear grid; The density at a column r. is equal to the number of nets crossing column r;, i.e., the number of nets with leftmost terminal to the left or on column r;, rightmost terminal to the right or on column r;, and at least one terminal outside column r;. The open density of a channel is equal to the maximum number of nets that intersect with a vertical line between any two columns of the underlying rectilinear grid. This density definition is very useful in the knock knee model [14] . Finally, the closed density, useful in the Manhattan model [14] , is equal to the maximum number of nets that have one terminal in a column < r; and another in a column > r;. We give O(m) algorithms that obtain optimal density. We consider all three density definitions .M oreover, we consider the variation proposed in [5] where only one of the two cells has interchangeable terminals, and we show that the density minimization problem is NP-hard for all three density definitions.
In Section 3, we consider the via minimization problem [14, 19] , the problem of finding the maximum number of nets that can be routed in one layer [22] , and the problem of determining whether the channel adopts internal-external layout [14, 26] . Output: A placement of the terminals so that optimal density (as defined in [3, 15, 17, 25] Step (d2.3) starts. Thus, it is significant to assign the left exits so that we minimize K. Step (a) sorts the external nets so that we obtain minimum value of K. This is shown below.
If there is no left exit with a terminal on the bottom side then the value of each left exit equals to the number of its terminals that must be assigned on the bottom side and our sorting manifestly guarantees minimization of K. Assume now that there is at least one left exit that connects a terminal on the bottom side. Let B be the sum of the terminals on left exits that have to be assigned on the bottom channel side.
Clearly, if there is a left external net N; that has B + K terminals on the top channel side, then it suffices to have K zero terminals on the bottom side to guarantee density d. Since we sort the external nets according to the number of terminals they have on the top channel side, the external net at the top of the stack guarantees minimization of K. In Figure 3 we illustrate that the sorting at Step (a) minimizes K. The terminal assignment in Figure 3 (a) gives K 1 while the assignment in Figure 3( Step (a) does not affect the optimal solution, since any optimal solution can be easily transformed to an instance that satisfies the placement described at Step (a) without an increase in the density.
Observe that in order for the density to remain one, any net N; with value -2 > ki > 2 needs to have additional zero terminals on the opposite channel side, as described in Steps (b) and (c Let n be the channel length. We now claim that there exists an optimal solution where for any two nets Ni, N N for which r(Ni) < r(Ni), and thus I(N) < I(Ni), all the movable terminals of net N; are assigned to the left of the movable terminals on net N/. This is sufficient for our approximation algorithm since we have now fixed the relative order of all the movable terminals on nets in N and we can use the algorithm in [3] to solve the latter problem in O(n2) time or the algorithm in [10] in O(n log n) time.
We show the claim as follows: Assume that there exists an optimal assignment of the terminals that do not follow the ordering of our claim. We show a series of terminal interchanges which does not increase the density and results to an assignment as in our claim.
Label the nets in N so that if r(N) < r(Ni) then < j. Now the nets in N are labeled NI to N,.. Assume also, for easier description, that the nets satisfy that r(Ni) < I(N+). Thebottom channel side looks as in Figure 8 (a). For the remaining of this proof whenever we refer to a net N; we imply that n; is in N. 
OTHER OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
In this section we give polynomial time algorithms that find optimal solutions for the via minimization problem, the problem of finding the maximum number of nets that can be routed on a single layer, and to determine whether the channel adopts internalexternal layout. The input instance in all three problems is a channel with an arbitrary number of cells on each side.
Via Minimization
We present an algorithm, we call it via_minimiza- tion, that minimizes the number of via holes needed for the routing of a channel. Any optimal solution for this problem requires that each net consists of at most one trunk section [14, 19] Sahni(C), does not obtain optimal solution to our problem even for a channel C with internal nets only. We give a counterexample of the latter in Figure 9 .
In Figure 9 (b) we construct the bipartite graph for the channel in Figure 9 (a) as Lin and Sahni suggested [18] . In this graph there exists an edge between any pair of terminals that are in an overlap region [18] and on the same net. (The reader is referred to [18] for formal definitions and description of the algorithm.) Then based on the graph of Figure 9 (b), the resulting terminal interchange is shown in Figure   9 (c). This is a suboptimal solution to our problem since the total number of vias for this interchange is seven but the minimum number of vias is six.
We show now that Lin and Sahni's algorithm [18] can serve as a subroutine for a simple algorithm that does not obtain via minimization. First, we give a straightforward modification of algorithm Lin_ proof of optimality for the later algorithm.) We also assume that each external net has at least one terminal on some side of the channel; otherwise it requires no via and it is omitted. Then we present algorithm via_minimization (Algorithm 3) thatuses generalized_Lin_Sahni(C) as a subroutine.
procedure generalized_Lin_Sahni( C) Input: A channel C with internal and external nets.
Output: An interchange of the terminals that obtains maximum alignment. 
Algorithm 3 obtains via minimization
Proof: The optimality of the algorithm is based on the fact that the maximum alignment at Step (c) does not affect the maximum alignment of the remaining terminals since a contracted column with an aligned two terminal net can not be used for aligning more than one net. Moreover, the contracted column has a net with maximum weight. The time complexity is determined by Steps (a) and (c).
Step (a) can be easily implemented in O(m2), where m2 is the number of two terminal internal nets with endpoints on different sides. A greedy left to right alignment of the two terminal nets is optimal in this case. Although the complexity of the algorithm in [18] We first describe procedure phase_2. The procedure ignores all nets that connect terminals in the same cell since we can avoid the intersection of such a net with any other net. Also assumes that each net has at most one terminal per cell. If this is not the case, the terminals of each net in a cell will be assigned consecutive positions. Finally, for the simplicity of the description, assume that there are no two nets, each connecting exactly two terminals one in cell ci and the other in cell c. Phase_2 consists of two steps and is given below. Step (a) consists of a series of transformations in the channel. We first transform the channel to a switchbox C as shown in Figure 10 Figure 10 .
Step ( Step (b) can be implemented in O(m) time using bucketsorting as in [25] . We skip here these implementation details. In Figure 11 we show how Step (b) succeeds in placing the terminals in their cells so that we avoid the intersection between any two nets.
(In the figure we assume that phase_2 has assigned the terminals.) Observe that in cell c; net N2 does not intersect with net N. We avoided such an intersection by assigning the terminal on net N2 in cell c; in that cell is not the last one.
Similar arguments hold when we consider any two nets in Figure 11 . For example, the assignment guarantees that net N. will not intersect with all the other We describe now a dynamic programming approach (last phase of the algorithm) that obtains the minimum planar set of nets in the switchbox C. This is an extension of Supowit's algorithm [22] to multiterminal nets. From C construct a circle graph G (V, E) so that there exists a vertex for each net and an edge e E between vertices v and w iff net v intersects with net w. We also assume a numbering of the terminals in C from 0 to m 1. Observe that our problem is equivalent to finding a maximum independent set I(0, m -1) on graph G.
In order to find the maximum independent set on graph G we must first find the maximum independent set l(i, j) for each circle graph Gi4 (Vu, Ei./) which is induced from graph G as follows" V;.. consists of all nets with all terminals having labels in the range [i, j] . Edge e (v, w) Ei,j iff v, w V u and net v intersects with net w. We maintain a two dimensional array I. Entrance l(i, j) will have the maximum independent set of graph G u. l(i, j) is computed before l(i, j2) if j < j2. Observe that in order to find the maximum independent set for graph G we must find I(0, m 1) since Go,m-G. To compute l(i, j), we let k, k2, ..kt, j be the terminals of net N where terminal j is on. If at least one of the k; terminals, 1 < < is not in the range [i, j] Figure 10 . Proof: Algorithm 5 first interchanges the terminals so that we avoid the intersection of any two nets in ;%,,. The set of nets 0z,, forms the internal layout and therefore must be planar. Algorithm 5 removes greedily ( Step (c)) each net in ':3., that violates the planarity of set ':L, and places this net in set ':z,,, which forms the external layout and must also be planar. In this paper, we considered channels with interchangeable terminals and we considered various optimization problems. In the density minimization problem, we focused on the special case where there is only one cell per channel side. For that special instance, an approximation algorithm has been recently presented [5] . Our algorithm is optimal and asymptotically faster than the algorithm in [5] . The authors in [5] also proposed a variation of the above channel routing problem where one of the two cells has fixed terminals. In this paper, we showed that the latter problem is NP-complete. Many of the presented algorithms can be modified to minimize similarly defined objective functions for switchbox routing. Then we considered three more objective functions. We gave linear time algorithms for the via minimization problem and the problem of determining whether the input instance adopts external-internal layout. Finally, we presented a polynomial time algorithm for the problem of finding a maximum planar subset of nets.
In the literature, many algorithms and heuristics have been proposed for a similar but different channel routing problem with movable terminals. Now the terminals are movable but their relative order remains unchanged in their cells. The algorithms and heuristics for this problem do not apply in our channel routing problem with interchangeable terminals. Below we briefly review work for this problem. Widmayer and C.K. Wong [28] , Gopal, Coppersmith and C.K. Wong [9] , Deogun and Bhattacharya [7] , and Schlag, Woo and C.K. Wong [24] present algorithms for various combinatorial optimization problems for the latter channel routing problem. In [7, 16] [3] showed that it is NP-hard to obtain optimal density for this more gen-
